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This document is a revision of N1687 based on additional research, and contains the proposal summary.

A. Administrative
1. Title
Revised proposal for encoding the Old Permic script in the UCS.
2. Requester’s name
Michael Everson, EGT (WG2 member for Ireland).
3. Requester type
Expert contribution.
4. Submission date
1999-01-29.
5. Requester’s reference
6a. Completion
This is a complete proposal.
6b. More information to be provided?
No.

B. Technical -- General
1a. New script? Name?
Yes. Old Permic.
1b. Addition of characters to existing block? Name?
No.
2. Number of characters
38
3. Proposed category
Category D.
4. Proposed level of implementation and rationale
Level 1 noncombining.
5a. Character names included in proposal?
Yes.
5b. Character names in accordance with guidelines?
Yes.
5c. Character shapes reviewable?
Yes (see below).
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6a. Who will provide computerized font?
Michael Everson.
6b. Font currently available?
Yes.
6c. Font format?
TrueType.
7a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts, etc.) provided?
Yes, see bibliography below.
7b. Are published examples (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of use
of proposed characters attached?
Yes, see below.
8. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing?
Yes; see Unicode properties below.

C. Technical -- Justification
1. Contact with the user community?
Yes: There is contact with a major centre for Uralic studies, Kotimaisten kielten tutkimuskeskus,
Helsinki. I have no contact in the Komi Republic. The proposal is being circulated on uralist@helsinki.fi. The principle authors of some of the materials used to prepare the proposal (chiefly
‹ûòêèí 1952 and Stipa 1961), are deceased.
2. Information on the user community?
Scholars and Komi language enthusiasts.
3a. The context of use for the proposed characters?
Old Permic was used chiefly to write Komi texts, but a number of Russian texts are also found in Old
Permic script.
3b. Reference
See bibliography.
4a. Proposed characters in current use?
The script is extinct. Old Permic does not appear ever to have been set in type before the present time. I
do not know of any computer implementations. However, it can be said to have some use nevertheless.
4b. Where?
Scholars and Komi language enthusiasts (one presumes).
5a. Characters should be encoded entirely in BMP?
No.
5b. Rationale
Rarity and accordance with the Roadmap.
6. Should characters be kept in a continuous range?
Yes.
7a. Can the characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character
sequence?
No; though this is a Greek-derived script like Coptic, Cyrillic, Armenian, Georgian, and Gothic.
7b. Where?
7c. Reference
8a. Can any of the characters be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing
character?
No.
8b. Where?
8c. Reference
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9a. Combining characters or use of composite sequences included?
No; but see issues listed below for possible null use of COMBINING DIAERESIS.
9b. List of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images provided?
No.
10. Characters with any special properties such as control function, etc. included?
No.

E. Proposal
The Old Permic script was devised in the 14th century by Russian missionary Stefan of Perm (fl. 13731395), and was used to write Komi and Komi-Permyak languages. Its model was based on the Greek and
Cyrillic alphabets (as can be seen from the order of the letters) but many of the glyphs were taken from
the “Tamga signs”, used in indigenous Komi religious practices, by Stefan as a way of linking traditional
signs, which had a great deal to do with the self-identity of the Komi, with Christian traditions.
The term “Old Permic” is suggested as the name for this script. Stipa calls it “Permisch”; Pillu uses the
terms “vanapermi”, “äðåâíåïåðìñêèé”, and “Old-Permian” in Estonian, Russian, and English
respectively. Haarmann calls it “Abur” and “Altsyrjänisch” (= ‘Old Komi’); “Abur” is a name derived
from the names of the first two characters AN and BUR (so €•-•“• is equivalent to αλφα−βητα and àçáóêè).

Structure
Old Permic is a simple alphabetic script, read from left to right in horizontal lines running from top to
bottom. In the manuscripts, Old Permic glyphs are often shown with a diaeresis, but this doesn’t seem to
be significant in the regular way it is for, for example, the German letters u and ü. Old Permic is caseless.

Ordering
Alphabetical ordering is a little bit erratic in the sources, especially toward the end of the alphabet. This
proposal follows the order 1–34 given in ‹ûòêèí 1952, where 1–24 are primary letters and 25–34 are
supplementary (see the reproduction of ‹ûòêèí’s tables below). Four characters are considered to be
subordinate in the order to another character, as seen in the pairs 0365/0366 (SHOOI • and SHCHOOI –),
0367/0368 (YRY — and YERU ˜), 0369/036A (O ™ and OO š), and 0374/0375(YA ¤ and IA ¥). Of these
only SHCHOOI hasn’t (yet) been identified as corresponding to its Cyrillic equivalent 0449, though it
appears in a number of sources. The name SHCHOOI is not attested. The others correspond to 044B, 0460,
and 0467.

Use of combining characters
In the table, › 036B (EF) and œ 036C (HA) are given with glyphs which are not the most commonly
found ones. More common representation of the corresponding phonetic entities makes use of combining
characters: § is represented by 035F PEEI • + ¨ and ¨ is represented by 03FA KOKE Š + ¨. Note the
similarity of › and œ to Greek ª and «. Five combining characters may be found with Old Permic
characters: COMBINING DIAERESIS, COMBINING DOT ABOVE, COMBINING BREVE, COMBINING COMMA
ABOVE, and COMBINING THREE DOTS ABOVE (the last makes us ask whether 20DB can be used with
letters in Unicode). The use of diacritical marks is peculiar in Old Permic. Sometimes it appears that the
diacritic is semantically zero, analogous to the use of a breve in German handwriting (especially the
angular handwritten script Fraktur) over lower-case u to differentiate it from n (that is, where ŭ is not
really supposed to be u + breve and would not be so encoded in text). Sometimes, particularly in wordinitial position, vowel quality or consonant palatalization may be marked, apparently indifferently, by
these diacritics. There may be more information on this in ‹ûòêèí 1952 but the Russian is slow going
for me. Characters like COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO may be used, e.g. to indicate abbreviation or
numeric use of a character (see sample texts below).
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Code positions proposed in the table are based on my Roadmap to the BMP, version 3.0, 1999-01-26.

Unicode Character Properties
Spacing letters, category “Lo”, bidi category “L” (strong left to right)
0001 0350 - 0001 0375
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TABLE XXX - Row 03: OLD PERMIC
dec hex
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F

Group 00

Name

dec hex

Name

OLD PERMIC LETTER AN
OLD PERMIC LETTER BUR
OLD PERMIC LETTER GAI
OLD PERMIC LETTER DOI
OLD PERMIC LETTER E
OLD PERMIC LETTER ZHOI
OLD PERMIC LETTER DZHOI
OLD PERMIC LETTER ZATA
OLD PERMIC LETTER DZITA
OLD PERMIC LETTER I
OLD PERMIC LETTER KOKE
OLD PERMIC LETTER LEI
OLD PERMIC LETTER MENOE
OLD PERMIC LETTER NENOE
OLD PERMIC LETTER VOOI
OLD PERMIC LETTER PEEI
OLD PERMIC LETTER REI
OLD PERMIC LETTER SII
OLD PERMIC LETTER TAI
OLD PERMIC LETTER U
OLD PERMIC LETTER CHERY
OLD PERMIC LETTER SHOOI
OLD PERMIC LETTER SHCHOOI
OLD PERMIC LETTER YRY
OLD PERMIC LETTER YERU
OLD PERMIC LETTER O
OLD PERMIC LETTER OO
OLD PERMIC LETTER EF
OLD PERMIC LETTER HA
OLD PERMIC LETTER TSIU
OLD PERMIC LETTER VER
OLD PERMIC LETTER YER
OLD PERMIC LETTER YERI
OLD PERMIC LETTER YAT
OLD PERMIC LETTER IE
OLD PERMIC LETTER YU
OLD PERMIC LETTER YA
OLD PERMIC LETTER IA
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)

Plane 01

Row 03
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Figure 1. Part 1 of Table from ‹ûòêèí 1952, showing glyph variants of Old Permic characters. Note
columns 1 and 2 which give ordering of primary (1–24) and secondary (25–34) characters.
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Figure 2. Part 2 of Table from ‹ûòêèí 1952, showing glyph variants of Old Permic characters. Note that
the first three columns from the Nomokanon 1510 are repeated from Part 1 of the table.
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Figure 3. Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy”. The text is the beginning of a story about
Abraham and Sarah (Genesis 18:1–8), from ‹ûòêèí 1952.
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Figure 4. ‘êâîðöîâñêèé’s transcription of the Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy” from
‹ûòêèí 1952. Linebreaks here were to get a 40cm by 5cm text to fit on an A4 sheet.
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Figure 5. ‹ûòêèí’s Cyrillic transcription of the Old Permic inscription on the icon “Troitsy”. On the left
(“our reproduction”) is the normalized Komi text; on the right (“our reading”) is the literal transcription,
with additions and corrections in parentheses.
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‘„[•-] ž¡‹Œ™‘[•-]‰‘ ‰„• €“•€Œ‹“ Œ€Œ••‰ ’“•“
ƒ™•˜• •“Š˜•‹“ ‘˜‹“ ™®[ˆ™]‘ “[š]ˆ˜• ”šŒ‹™• ‘˜‹™•
‹“••™[•™] ž‰ˆ‰‘ €-“•€€®Œ €®[‘] [•-]‰•[‰]€[‘™•] ‰® €®[ƒ]ˆ‰‘ €®‘ [•-]‰•Œ™• “šˆˆ€ ‚ÿ ž„•™‘ ‘“‹€‹™ [Œ]€’˜ƒ ‘˜‹˜• €-ƒˆ˜
Œ˜• •˜•‰‰‘ ˜šˆˆ€ •˜‹“ €-‘ ”šŒ‹™• ™®˜®‘ ƒ[™]•˜• ‰ ‰ž••˜•’‰‘ Œ“™[ˆ] ‰¯ •‰‰‘ Œÿ‡ ‰„•Œ™ [•€]•€ ™ €®ƒˆ‰Œ Š™ Œ„ƒ€‹ [‘™®] ’„ ˜šˆ€ƒ €®[‘] “„•‰ƒ “˜‹’‰ ‰®• Œ“• Œ„ƒ
“€‰•€[‘] “[€] [Œ˜•Š]˜•˜‘ •[š]ƒ™‘ ’‰‰€•. ‰¯ ‘€‰-[Š]™ƒ[”€]ƒ•˜ƒ [’]“•“ ƒ˜[•˜]• [‰] “[€]‰•€‘•‰‘ •[€]•‰€‘ Œ[„]ƒ •š‰€ƒ•˜ƒ ‘„• Œ“•€ƒ[•]˜ƒ ’“ ’“‰™ [Šš]ƒ“ƒ‹˜•- Š¡…‰ƒ•[˜]ƒ €[‘] “„• ™•ƒ™ ‰® •‰‰®‘•˜‘ ‘‰ˆ “†€‹ Š“ˆ[‰Š] [•]‰[‰®]• ‰ •˜[•]‰‰‘ €-“•€-Œ ‘€•€ ™•ƒ™ [”-]šŒ‰™ ‰ •‰‰®‘ ’„•Œ™ƒ•‰ ‹™‰ ‚ ’€•’‰ [‘™]‘’™Œ •˜•- ‰® “†€‹ ‚ÿ Š™‹ƒ™Œ •-€• •˜•‰‰ €®“•€€®Œ Œ™‘‰™‘ ™®•ƒ™ [Š]“’‰‘
”™‹ ™®•™®‘ •“•™‘ ‰¯ •„’‰‘ ‘‰‰™ “„•‹“ ‰® •¡‚˜ƒ ƒ€•’‰‘ ‰® •™[•-]’‰[‘] “[˜‰] Œ[€] ‰™‹ Š“Š Š[š]ƒ™‘[‘]
ƒ[€•’]‰‘ ‰ •“‚’‰‘ •˜ “šˆ˜• ‰® •š‰‘•˜‘
[€”˜‘] ž[‰ˆ]‰‘ •˜ ˜šˆ˜• ’“•“ ƒ[˜]•[˜•].
Figure 6. My typeset version of ‹ûòêèí’s Cyrillic literal transcription of the Old Permic inscription on
the icon “Troitsy”. The linebreaks in the text above are the same as those of the text in Figure 3 (hyphens
have been added at line-final word breaks). Note the use of COMBINING DOT ABOVE, COMBINING
DIAERESIS, COMBINING COMMA ABOVE, and CYRILLIC COMBINING TITLO.
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18 ‘„•- ž¡‹Œ™‘•- ™ ‘ ‰¬ „ • €ž•€Œ‹“ Œ€Œ••‰ ’“•“ ƒ™•˜•,
•“Š˜•-‹“ ‘˜‹“ ™®ˆ™®‘ “šˆ˜• ”-šŒ‹™®• ‘˜‹™®• ‹“••™®•™®.
2
ž‰ˆ‰‘ €ž•€€Œ €‘ •-‰•‰¬€‘™®• ‰ €ƒˆ‰‘ €‘ •-‰•Œ™®•: žšˆˆ€ 3 ž„•™®‘
‘“‹€‹™® Œ€ƒ˜ƒ ‘˜‹˜•-; €ƒˆ˜Œ˜•- •˜•‰¬‰‘ žšˆˆ€ •˜‹“ €‘ ”-šŒ‹™®•
™®‰-˜‘ ƒ™•˜•- ‰ ‰¬“••˜•’‰‘ Œ“™®ˆ.
3
‰ •‰‰‘: ýŒ„ (Œ„‡™®‘™®) ‰¬„•Œ™® •€•€-™® €ƒˆ‰Œ Š™® Œ„ƒ€‹‘™® ’„
žšˆ€ƒ €‘ ž„•‰ƒ ž˜‹’‰ ‰• Œ“•.
4
"Œ„ƒ ž€‰¬•-€‘ ž€ Œ˜•-Š˜•˜‘ •šƒ™®‘ ’‰‰¬€• ‰ ‘€‰¬Š™®ƒ”-€ƒ•˜ƒ
’“•“ ƒ˜•˜• ‰ ž€‰¬ • - € ‘•‰‘ •- € •- ‰ ¬ € ‘, Œ„ƒ •- š ‰¬ € ƒ•˜ƒ ‘„•Œ“•€ƒ•˜ƒ ’“ ’“‰¬™®, Ššƒ“ƒ‹˜•- Š¡…‰ƒ•˜ƒ €‘ ž„• ™•ƒ™®.þ ‰
•‰‰‘•˜‘: ý‘‰ˆ “†€‹, Š“ˆ‰Š •‰‰•.þ
6
‰ •˜•‰¬‰‘ €ž•€Œ ‘€•€ ™•ƒ™® ”-šŒ‰¬™® ‰ •‰‰‘: ý’„•Œ™®ƒ•-‰, ‹™‰¬ 3
’€•-’‰ ‘™®‘’™®Œ •˜•- ‰ “†€‹ 3 Š™®‹ƒ™®Œ •-€•-!þ
7
•˜•‰¬‰ €ž•€€Œ Œ™®‘‰¬™®‘ ™•ƒ™®, Š“’‰‘ ”-™®‹ ™®•™®‘, •“•™®‘, ‰ •-„’‰‘
‘‰‰¬™® ž„•‹˜, ‰ •¡‚˜ƒ ƒ€•-’‰‘.
8
‰ •™•-’‰‘ ž˜‰¬, Œ€, ‰¬™®‹, Š“Š, Ššƒ™®‘ ƒ€•-’‰‘ ‰ •“‚’‰‘ •˜
“šˆ˜•; ‰ •-š‰‘•˜‘; €”-˜‘ ž‰ˆ‰‘ •˜ žšˆ˜• ’“•“ ƒ˜•˜•.
Figure 7. My typeset version of ‹ûòêèí’s Cyrillic normalized transcription of the Old Permic
inscription on the icon “Troitsy”. It is possible that this is the first time that a text in this script has ever
been typeset with fonts. Linebreaks, punctuation, and numbering follow normal biblical editorial
practice. Note the use of COMBINING DOT ABOVE, COMBINING DIAERESIS, and COMBINING BREVE here.
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